
SUIT BUYING 101



Can be dressed up or dressed down

Jackets and Pants can be worn as separates

Color : Dark Navy blue 

Buying your first suit



basket-like 

Great entry 

Multi-season

breathable

pattern: Hopsack weave

pattern

level 

material



soft shoulder

"unstructured

shoulder"

made using a

thin pad or no

padding at all

 

for bigger guys

with broader

shoulder

roped shoulder

usually lightly

padded, but has a

large sleeve head

that extends

upward at the

shoulder line

for thinner,

skinnier guys



notched

lapel

peak

lapel

single 

breasted

double 

breasted

shawl

lapel

double

vent

single

vent

no

vent

patch

pocket

angled 

pocket

ticket

pocket

flap

pocket

jetted

pocket



keep it classy 

and classic

colors:

Blue, Grey, Brown, Black



If you never wear suits: 

1 navy suit

Weddings,  job interviews, funeral

Occasional suit wearer: 3

Navy blue suit

Khaki or linen blend suit

Summer

Mid grey wool suit

Winter

Work suits : 5

3 multi season wool

1 cotton or linen

Light brown or khaki

Light gray or mid gray flannel suit

Suit Lover 

Sky’s the limit.

how many suits 

do you need?



Always button when

standing or walking

unbotton when sitting

sometimes. 

you can button 

when you're cold

Wearing the suit jackets

never



Button the internal anchor button first, pull

the flap over, button the second button.

No matter how many buttons your jacket

has, always leave the bottom button

unfastened, just like a single-breasted suit—

but button the bottom interior button, so

the jacket stays closed and lays flat.

Generally speaking, double-breasted suits

look better when they’re buttoned.

Double breasted suit



If wearing a waistcoat or vest, do not

wear a tie bar 

Remove the label on the sleeve.

Open the stay stitching on the

pockets. 

Remove the stay stitching on the vent.



Suit 

Jacket

Sport 

Jacket

Blazer



pants

STRAIGHTSLIM
EXTRA

SLIM
CLASSIC RELAXED


